TEAMWORK AT SCHOOL STARTS DURING A GOOD RELATIONSHIP
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Everyone in school has their own role to play, so it is important for everyone to get along not just for the sake of labor environment, except for the sake of the success of school in all its undertakings, so as to figure better as a team, everyone must contribute and provides their support to figure related tasks. But it won’t be easy especially if there is conflict among the teachers. To avoid this, one must take the subsequent into consideration; first, attempt to have a cheerful, positive attitude. Having a contented disposition can influence your co-workers to suggest things and can provide some relief if they feel uneasy in performing some assigned task. Second, try not to be know-it-all, in doing your work especially if it is a group task, it is also important to concentrate to everyone’s opinion to be able to come up with the best decision. Thirdly, perform your task, if you have given an assignment or task, give your hundred percent to accomplish it, in doing so your co-workers will also be inspired in doing theirs. Next, be honest and communicate, good social relationships a results of honest addressing people, in order to be trusted by co-workers one must be honest in giving opinion, ideas, advice if necessary and on giving support, and communicate that you just want to induce to understand them better and willing to figure with them. Lastly, don’t be involved in gossip, this action can ruin your day or maybe destroys good relationship. Remember that if your school may be a pleasant place to work with, everyone are going to be ready to contribute without hesitation, thus success will follow.
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